Genome-wide epistasis and pleiotropy characterized by the bipartite human phenotype network.
Networks are central to turning the colossal amount of information generated by high-throughput genetic technology into manageable sources of knowledge. They are an intuitive way of representing interaction data, yet they offer a full set of sophisticated quantitative tools to analyze the phenomena they model. When combining genetic information, diseases, and phenotypic traits, networks can reveal and facilitate the analysis of pleiotropic and epistatic effects at the genome-wide scale. Genome-wide association study data is publicly available, and so are gene and pathway databases, and many more, making the global overview next to impossible. Networks allow information from these multiple sources to be encompassed. We use connections between the strata of the network to characterize pleiotropy and epistasis effects taking place between traits and biological pathways. The global graph-theory-based quantitative methods reveal that levels of pleiotropy and epistasis are in-line with theoretical expectations. The results of the magnified "glaucoma" region of the network confirm the existence of well-documented interactions, supported by overlapping genes and biological pathways and more obscure associations. They have the potential to generate new hypotheses for yet uncharacterized interactions. As the amount and complexity of genetic data increase, bipartite and, more generally, multipartite networks that combine human diseases and other physical attributes with layers of genetic information have the potential to become ubiquitous tools in the study of complex genetic, phenotypic interactions, and possibly improve personalized medicine.